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SerNet

I SLA based support for more than 650 customers
I firewalls, VPN, certificates, audits
I based on open standards wherever possible

I Support for many OS: Linux, Cisco IOS, Windows etc.

I Compliant with BSI Grundschutz and ISO 27001 and other
international regulations

I SerNet and Samba
I technological leadership of SerNet worldwide

I SerNet distributes up-to-date: https://samba.plus/

I samba eXPerience
I May 2-4 in Göttingen, www.sambaxp.org
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Release Cycles

I Regular release cycle is six to nine months
I Current release fully supported (4.6)

I Bug fixes, some new features

I Previous release (4.5)
I Only bug fixes

I Next to previous (4.4)
I Security fixes only

I Samba 4.3 went out of security fix support with 4.6
I All code from 3.6 continues to live

I File server, print server, NT-style DC
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Samba 4.4

I Async I/O improvements
I fsync is now asynchronous
I AIO is always compiled and based on pthreads

I Several improvements to the AD DC
I ctdb

I Parallel database recovery
I tmpfs for local database copies

I Experimental: Multi-channel
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CTDB

I Parallel recovery: Avoid deadlocks between smbd and ctdbd
I ctdb volatile databases in tmpfs

I Usually TDB files live in /var on rotating rust
I locking.tdb and other TDB files can see a LOT of churn, flushd can

saturate slow local disks
I Samba restart recreates them
I ctdb now can create a tmpfs for volatile tdbs

I Continuous work to separate out tasks from main single-threaded
ctdbd
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Samba 4.5

I Disable NTLMv1 by default
I MSCHAPv2 (VPNs and 802.1x is affected)

I SMB2.1 leases enabled by default
I Sync of AD passwords

I Store plaintext passwords encryptoed with GPGME (GPG made easy)

I AD DC improvements
I LDAP SERVER NOTIFICATION OID: Watch changes in AD
I KCC for space network replication now default
I Lots of internal performance improvements for larger domains

I DNS Server: Multiple forwarders
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SMB2.1 leases

I Clients can request caching permission
I Server will make a client correctly flush caches
I Conflicting file access will drop caches
I Excel is heavily stepping on its own toes

I Leases are ”Oplocks done right”

I Huge improvement for higher latency networks

I Once an oplock is gone, no way to get it back
I Leases can be re-acquired

I Roundtrips and server load reduced
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Samba 4.6

I Stricter idmapping, some false configurations rejected

I Explicitly set Kerberos encryption types used by Samba as a client
I AD DC improvements

I Replication performance improvements
I netlogon server multi-process, better scalability for lots of clients

I winbind changes
I Improved trusted domain support
I Unified code for generating a unix token
I ctdb: Split-up into separate daemons
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Multi-Process netlogon

I Active Directory knows two core authentication methods
I Kerberos, NTLM

I Kerberos is the ”modern” variant
I Standardized by an RFC process
I Distributed, i.e. minimal load on the authentication server
I Often flaky: Relies on correct network time and DNS

I NTLM is the ”older”, but reliable fallback
I Windows clients do NTLM when you connect to \\IP or an Alias name
I High load on the authentication server, the netlogon daemon
I Before 4.6, this was single-threaded
I Much better scalability with multi-process netlogond
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winbind and trusted domains

I Winbind has to perform several tasks
I Pure authentication, password checks
I Mapping Windows SIDs to Unix IDs
I Provide NSS information (homedir, login shell)

I Question Who can winbind talk to?
I winbind only has a machine account in the domain it is member of

I Winbind tries to connect to all trusted domains
I It needs to list all domains
I In NT4 times, this worked fine (only direct non-transitive trusts)
I AD Trusts are a lot more complex

I Hard to diagnose failure modes
I Firewalls, DNS issues, access denied on trusted domains
I Winbind 4.6 removes contacting trusted domains from critical code

paths
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User token calculation

I Access control needs User ID and a list of Group IDs
I Active Directory has a very complex group model

I Group Types: Domain, Universal, Domain Local, Local groups

I Group memberships can be nested
I Domain Controllers calculate membership at login time

I Kerberos initial user login
I NTLM authentication

I Winbind can’t calculate group memberships for users not logged in
I NFS –manage-gids not reliable

I Future development: Service4U2Self via Kerberos
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winbind nss info

I Active Directory can maintain Unix user information

I Services for Unix (SFU) schema extension

I Every user can get a uidNumber

I User objects have two primary groups: Windows and Unix

I Before 4.6, Samba only looked at the Windows primary group
I Some customers don’t want a gidNumber for ”Domain Users”

I idmap config DOMAIN : unix primary group = yes
I idmap config DOMAIN : unix nss info = yes
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Questions?

vl@samba.org / vl@sernet.de

http://www.sambaxp.org/
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